Introduction
The yield-line method of analysis proposed by Johansen (1943) provides a powerful means of computing the collapse load factor of a reinforced concrete slab. The method, which provides upper bound solutions within the context of the formal theorems of plasticity, requires a kinematically admissible failure mechanism to be prescribed, defined by means of a yield-line pattern. The early focus was on slabs with relatively simple geometries (e.g., Johansen 1943 Johansen , 1968 because, at the time, systematic means of identifying the critical failure mechanism for irregularly shaped slabs were not available.
Subsequently Chan (1972) and Munro and Da Fonseca (1978) proposed a means of automatically identifying the critical yield-line pattern. This involved discretizing a slab using rigid finite-elements, with the critical yield-line pattern then obtained automatically via linear optimization. However, because yield-lines were restricted to forming only at the edges of the finite-elements, the resulting yield-line patterns were significantly influenced by the initial mesh topology. Attempting to address this issue, various workers proposed the use of 'geometry optimization' to subsequently adjust the positions of selected nodes in a post-processing phase. For example, Johnson (1994 Johnson ( , 1995 proposed that this be achieved via the use of sequential linear programming. Other workers to propose a similar approach included Thavalingam et al. (1999) , who employed a conjugate gradient optimizer, and Johnson (1997, 1998) , who used a direct search solver. However, as indicated by Ramsay et al. (2015) , the outcomes will be affected by the initial mesh topology, and a poor initial solution will render any subsequent geometry optimization phase largely ineffective. Another issue is the need to manually identify yield-lines from the finite-element meshes; any misinterpretation can reduce the efficacy of the geometry optimization phase. This has been described as being 'difficult' (e.g., Johnson 1994 , Thavalingam et al. 1999 . As an alternative, plate formulations in which deformations can take place within elements, rather than just at element boundaries, have been proposed, with pioneering work in this field undertaken by Hodge and Belytschko (1968) and Anderheggen and Knöpfel (1972) . However, with
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such formulations the yield-line pattern can be somewhat difficult to discern.
More recently, Jackson (2010) and Jackson and Middleton (2013) used a lowerbound finite element solution to derive 'yield-line indicators', which could be used to infer the likely general form of the critical yield line pattern. This then enabled a more refined yield-line pattern to be identified via a geometry optimization step. The resulting procedure allowed reasonable yield-line analysis solutions to be obtained for complex slab problems. However, as the procedure involved a manual interpretation step, a truly systematic means of automatically identifying the critical yield-line pattern remained to be found.
Recently, this goal was achieved by Gilbert et al. (2014) , who used discontinuity layout optimization (DLO) to automate the process of identifying the most critical yieldline pattern. Instead of discretizing the problem using elements arranged in a finite element mesh, when using DLO the slab area is populated by nodes, and these are then interconnected with a large set of potential yield-lines, which are free to cross-over one another. A highly efficient optimization process is then used to find the critical subset of yield-lines involved in the critical failure mechanism. An overview of the steps involved in the DLO procedure is shown in Fig. 1 . Improved solutions can be obtained by using an increased number of nodes; the resulting greatly increased number of potential yield-lines can be handled efficiently using the adaptive solution scheme proposed for truss layout optimization by Gilbert and Tyas 2003 , and used for this application in Gilbert et al. 2014 . However, whilst highly accurate solutions can be obtained using the DLO procedure, the corresponding yield-line patterns are often quite complex in form, especially when relatively dense nodal grids are employed. In an attempt to address this, a modified formulation was also proposed by Gilbert et al. (2014) . The modified formulation involved penalizing short yield-lines, leading to solutions that were generally simpler in form than the original. However, these solutions were also less accurate (i.e. the gap between the exact and DLO solution was increased). In the present paper a geometry optimization step will instead be used to rationalize the yield-line patterns, with
Figure 1: Steps in the DLO procedure: (a) define slab geometry and properties; (b) discretize slab using nodes; (c) interconnect nodes with potential yield-lines; (d) use optimization to identify optimal subset of yield-lines, and resulting yield-line pattern a view to simultaneously simplifying the yield-line patterns and improving the solutions (i.e. so that the gap between the exact and DLO solution reduces).
The proposed procedure clearly has similarities with the procedure put forward by Johnson (1994 Johnson ( , 1995 , which also involved the use of a geometry optimization step.
However, in the proposed procedure the rationalization process starts from a yield-line pattern obtained using DLO, which is a much better starting point than a yield-line pattern derived from a rigid finite element analysis. Also, here the relevant geometry optimization formulae will be derived analytically, thus permitting a wider variety of optimization methods to be applied. These distinguishing features can be expected to ensure that performance is much improved. Note also that the proposed procedure is similar to the procedure recently proposed for rationalizing trusses identified using layout optimization (He and Gilbert 2015) ; also the use of a geometry optimization step to improve very coarse resolution DLO solutions has recently been proposed for in-plane analysis problems by Bauer and Lackner (2015) .
The paper is organized as follows: (i) the new DLO-based automated yield-line analysis procedure is first introduced; (ii) the geometry optimization problem is defined and relevant mathematical expressions are given; (iii) implementation issues are considered and addressed; (iv) various numerical examples are used to demonstrate the efficacy of the procedure; (v) conclusions from the study are presented.
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Overall problem formulation
The kinematic DLO limit analysis formulation for a weightless slab can be written as an optimization problem as follows (after Gilbert et al. 2014) :
where the objective is to minimise the internal work done along yield-lines (1a), subject to compatibility at nodes (1b), plastic flow requirements (1c), a unit displacement constraint, defined according to the principle of virtual work, (1d), and a constraint that ensures that the internal work done must be positive (1e). And where λ is a dimensionless load factor, and p and g are vectors containing plastic multipliers and their corresponding work equation coefficients. Also B is a suitable compatibility matrix containing direction cosines for the yield-lines, and d contains relative displacements along yield-lines, as shown in Fig. 2 (where θ n , θ t , and δ are respectively the normal rotation, twisting rotation, and out-of-plane displacement, along a yield-line or at the edge of a slab). Also, N is a suitable plastic flow matrix and f L is a vector that prescribes the effect of live loads 'above' each yield-line.
The optimization variables are the yield-line displacements in d and plastic multipliers in p. Since all terms are linear, the optimization formulation (1) can be solved using linear programming (LP). The entire optimization problem can be assembled using locally derived formulae for each yield-line, which are introduced in the following section. 
Terms for a single yield-line
For a yield-line i that connects two nodes A(x A , y A ) and B(x B , y B ), and inclined at an angle φ to x axis, as shown in Fig. 3 , let x l = x B − x A and y l = y B − y A . (Note that in the interests of conciseness, the subscript i has been omitted, i.e. x l is used rather than x li ; this is repeated for all coefficients defined in this section). The length of this yield-line is calculated using l = x 2 l + y 2 l , so cos φ = x l /l. Now assume that the displacement variables in d for this yield-line are of the form [θ n , θ t , δ]
T . The contribution to the nodal compatibility constraint (1b) for this yield line is given by:
where the first three rows in B i contain the requisite nodal compatibility terms for node A, which are, in order: rotational compatibility about the x axis and y axis, and out-ofplane displacement compatibility. The last three rows contain the equivalent terms for node B.
However, in yield-line analysis θ t and δ will be zero except at free edges and along symmetry planes; also internal work will only be associated with normal rotation θ n .
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where p + , p − are plastic multiplier variables, constrained to take only positive values.
Assuming that the slab is isotropically reinforced, and m + p and m − p denote the sagging and hogging moment capacity per unit length respectively, the contribution to the objective function (1a) for this yield-line can be written as:
The external work done by live loads is calculated by considering the effect of loads on a strip lying 'above' the yield-line under consideration (Fig. 4a) . The geometric parameters of the strip are defined by this yield-line and the shape of the top edge of the slab. In the present paper it is necessary to define mathematical expressions for f Li . First, as shown in Fig. 4 , global ( X, Y , Z) and local ( ξ, η, Z) Cartesian coordinate systems are defined for yield-line AB. The effects of loads acting on the strip can be prescribed via the local coordinate system: rotational moment along yield-line AB in the ξ direction, torsional moment in the η direction, and shear force in the out-of-plane
Consider a uniformly distributed pressure load of intensity q. Now consider an infinitely narrow vertical strip of thickness dx located at horizontal distance x. The area of this strip can be written as dA = (Φ t (x) − Φ l (x))dx, where the shape of the top and
Figure 4: Computing the effect of loads 'above' yield-line AB bottom edges of the strip are defined by y = Φ t (x) and y = Φ l (x) respectively. The magnitude of the pressure load on the whole strip can now be written as:
To determine the moment caused by the external load it is necessary to calculate the distance vector r from the mid-point of line AB to the centroid of the load, where
, and where the centroid of the infinitely thin strip is located at (x s , y s ), and the mid-point of AB is located at (x c , y c ). Thus the moment caused by load on the whole strip above AB will be:
By combining (5) and (6), the effects of the live load can thus be written as:
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Λ x , Λ y , and Λ z are unit-length moment and unit-length area functions with respect to
x in the global coordinate system, that respectively describe the first moment of area on X, the first moment of the area on Y , and the area per unit length in direction X for the strip 'above' the yield-line. In addition, let
Λ z dx represent the unit live load effect. Note that the yield-line displacements are defined in a local coordinate system, and it is thus necessary to apply a coordinate transformation to obtain the requisite values:
Geometry optimization: basic formulation
In geometry optimization, in addition to the original variables (the displacements θ n , θ t , δ in d and plastic multipliers p + and p − in p), nodal positions x A , x B , y A , y B are also considered as optimization variables. Also, with respect to the original optimization formulation, the objective function (1a), nodal compatibility constraint (1b), and unit displacement constraint (1d) now become non-linear, thus leading to a non-linear programming (NLP) problem. To solve this problem efficiently, the first and second derivatives of the objective function and constraints can be derived analytically, and efficient non-linear optimization packages such as IPOPT (Vigerske and Wachter 2013) can be utilized. In the following section, mathematical expressions for the geometry
optimization problem are given, including the first derivatives with respect to the optimization variables (i.e., x A , y A , x B , y B , θ n , θ t , δ, p + , p − ); second derivatives are provided in Appendix A.
First derivative terms
The gradient of the objective function and Jacobian matrices of the constraints are the first derivatives required to solve the NLP problem. Assuming that the optimization variables are in the form [x A , y A , x B , y B , θ n , θ t , δ, p + , p − ] then the gradient of the objective function (4) can be obtained as:
Now consider the nodal compatibility constraint. As twisting rotation and out-ofplane displacement will be zero for yield-lines which do not lie on free (or symmetry) boundaries, it is efficient to treat these differently; thus compatibility matrix B i can conveniently be divided into two parts,
i , where:
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The Jacobian matrices for these two parts, B 
similarly,
Though note that except for yield-lines lying on a free edge, only B I i is required.
The Jacobian matrix of the flow rule constraint (3) can be derived as:
For the live load effect constraint (1d), the Jacobian matrix can be written as:
Now consider partial derivatives of the unit live load effects (i.e., Γ x , Γ y , and Γ z ) in the global coordinate system. Partial derivatives of Γ α (α = x, y, z) can now be written as:
Next consider the local coordinate system. Note that in (14), the partial derivatives with respect to the nodal coordinates (i.e., the first four terms) have very similar expressions, and those with respect to yield-line displacements (i.e., the fifth to seventh terms) are similar. In the interests of conciseness, only the first and fifth terms (i.e.,
) are shown:
Second derivative terms
Second derivatives (i.e., the Hessian matrices) can sometimes be approximated using Quasi-Newton methods (e.g., the BFGS method described in Nocedal et al. 2006 ).
However, to ensure the NLP process is as efficient as possible, they are derived analytically in this paper. Details of the mathematical expressions for the second derivative terms are given in Appendix A.
Assembling the entire problem
For a single yield-line, the analytical expressions for the first and second derivatives have been derived, and thus the entire problem can be readily assembled. In the case
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Geometry optimization: practical issues

Modelling complex slab geometries
In this paper the boundaries of the slabs considered are assumed to be formed from piecewise linear segments, permitting complex slab geometries to be modelled (e.g., a
slab with a non-convex polygonal external boundary and internal holes). Complex slab geometries may require special treatment, as will be considered in this section.
Non-smooth top edges
It was indicated that the vector f L used in constraint (1d) is calculated by considering the effects of load 'above' a given yield-line. Quite often, the top edge of a slab will contain several line segments; in this case, y = Φ t (x) is a piecewise function that is non-smooth or discontinuous. Figure 5 shows a slab with non-smooth top edge EFGH, and three nodes within the slab domain, A, B, and C. Let Φ EF , Φ FG , and Φ GH denote the line segments of the top edge, dividing the slab into three zones, Ω EF , Ω FG , and Ω GH . The piecewise function
for the top edge can be written as:
The unit-length moment and area functions Λ α (α = x, y, z) are now expressed as:
where Ω FG , and Ω GH , respectively. The first derivatives of the unit live load effect Γ x , Γ y , and Γ z can be derived using (15). For example, for node A of yield-line AB:
These formulae are valid only when node A lies within zone Ω EF , so that node A must be restricted to lie within this zone. Also, node C must be restricted to lie on line CF lying between Ω EF and Ω FG . Thus, when a slab has a non-smooth top edge, each node must be restricted to lie within the zone in which it currently lies, with only vertical movement permitted in the case of nodes lying directly below a non-smooth point. This can be considered to be a limitation of the method, as currently implemented.
(However, in practice it may sometimes be possible to overcome this limitation simply by re-orientating the slab, so that a simple edge is uppermost; e.g., the slab in Fig. 5 can be rotated 180
• to have a smooth top edge.)
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Slab with holes
When a hole is present, calculating the effects of live loads is complicated by the need to exclude areas occupied by the hole in the vertical strip lying above a given yield-line. This has not been considered in the formulae introduced above. A means of incorporating holes using the presented formulae is to use domain decomposition.
When using decomposition a slab domain can be divided into several sub-domains in which the holes are excluded; details are provided in Appendix B.
Non-convex polygonal slab
When moving nodes in a non-convex polygonal slab, a yield-line can potentially be moved so as to cross a slab boundary. This can either be addressed via domain decomposition (which involves dividing non-convex domains into several convex subdomains) or by introducing additional constraints (not considered here). In the examples considered in this paper no yield-lines exhibiting the described behaviour were found to be present, and thus no action was necessary.
Inherited issues
In the truss rationalization formulation presented by He and Gilbert (2015) , steps were taken to address a number of practical issues, for example, restrictions on the movement of nodes, merging of nodes in close proximity, etc; these issues are addressed here using the same basic techniques.
Node move limits
Because of the non-convex nature of the optimization problem, the NLP solver (i.e., IPOPT) may report an unstable status. Furthermore, clearly nodes must be restricted from only lying within the geometry of the slab. To address these issues, in the the truss rationalization formulation (He and Gilbert 2015) node move limits were active for every node. In this paper, the same basic approach is used; firstly, the nodes can only move within regions defined to be a function of nodal spacing; secondly, line and domain constraints are imposed according to the geometry of the slab.
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In the first step, assume that the nodal coordinates of a node are written in R 3 as ν = [x, y, 1] T (as per the truss rationalization formulation (He and Gilbert 2015) , the redundant '1' is used to condense the mathematical expression). Consider two adjacent nodes A and B, and let r = 1 2
A 2 be half the distance between them, ǫ be a gap used to avoid generating a zero length yield-line, andr be a program parameter that defines the maximum node move limit for all nodes. The node move limit is then obtained as r * = min{r − ǫ,r}.
In the second step, nodes on slab boundaries must be restricted to lie on boundary lines in order to retain the slab geometry; therefore, line constraints are imposed on these nodes. As in the truss rationalization formulation (He and Gilbert 2015) , let T be the coefficient vector of a line so that the line constraint is written as Tν = 0; for domain constraints, an inequality constraint is instead used (also note that T can now be a matrix to describe several lines).
Merging nodes
During the rationalization process, certain nodes may migrate towards each other.
A node merge process was introduced in the truss rationalization formulation (He and Gilbert 2015) , and this approach is also adopted here: first, the nodes are grouped based on distances; then, merging every individual group is attempted, provided that the resulting yield-line pattern is validated numerically.
Extracting yield-line patterns from DLO
The rationalization process requires an initial yield-line pattern to be extracted from a DLO analysis. Typically, such a pattern is obtained by removing yield-lines having rotations (θ n ) that are smaller than a prescribed threshold value (except for boundary yield-lines, which are not removed). To ensure a reasonable threshold number is chosen, the extracted yield-line pattern will be used as the basis of a new analysis, and the load factor compared with that obtained originally. If these are not within a prescribed tolerance then the threshold value should be progressively reduced until the load factor
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obtained is within the prescribed tolerance, and a usable initial yield-line pattern is obtained.
Crossovers
Typically, yield-line patterns obtained using DLO will include crossover points where two or more yield-lines intersect that do not coincide with nodes. As with the truss rationalization formulation (He and Gilbert 2015) , nodes can be added at these locations using a nested-loop strategy: an inner loop performs geometry optimization and, whenever the inner loop finishes, crossover nodes are created in the outer loop, and then a further cycle of the inner loop is performed. The whole process is repeated until no crossover points are found.
Geometry optimization: full formulation
Consider a slab that comprises N = {1, 2, ..., n} nodes, with node subsets N L and N D denoting those nodes that lie on the boundary lines and those close to domain boundaries, respectively. The full optimization problem, now considering nodal move limits, can be written as:
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T where x lb , x ub , y lb , and y ub are the lower and upper bounds of the nodal positions, which are calculated by taking account of the practical issues that affect node movements (e.g. limits imposed to address non-smooth top edges).
Numerical examples
In this section, the efficacy of the proposed rationalization technique is demonstrated by applying it to various numerical example problems. Unless stated otherwise, the slabs considered have unit moment resistance per unit length, and are subjected to a uniform pressure load of unit intensity. Also, a default node merge radius of 0.25× the x or y-nodal spacing in the original DLO analysis was assumed. To solve both the LP and NLP problems, the IPOPT 3.11.0 (Vigerske and Wachter 2013) interior point optimization solver was used, with a maximum of 500 iterations allowed. All calculations were performed using MATLAB2013a running under the Microsoft Windows 7 operating system on an Intel i5-2310 powered desktop with 6G RAM. Finally, unless stated otherwise, the line thickness of the plotted yield-lines are proportional to the yield-line rotation.
Gilbert et al. (2014) examples
In Gilbert et al. (2014) , the proposed DLO-based automatic yield-line analysis method was applied to several slab problems. These examples will now be revisited, with the DLO derived yield-line patterns now rationalized using the new procedure.
Thus in Table 1 , both standard DLO and rationalized solutions are presented.
It is evident that the rationalization process successfully simplifies the yield-line patterns, and also improves the solutions (i.e. reduces the load factors). The linear nature of the DLO formulation means that large-scale problems, e.g. involving millions of potential yield-line discontinuities, can be solved without difficulty. In comparison the NLP problem associated with the geometry optimization formulation is considerably more difficult to solve. However, fortunately the size of the problem which needs to be
solved in the proposed procedure is much reduced, containing several orders of magnitude fewer yield-line discontinuities. Table 2 , shows how the CPU time increases with increasing number of nodes and yield-lines, for the fixed square slab problem. Also Figure 6 shows solutions for this problem for the 60 and 120 nodal division cases (nodes are shown but, for sake of clarity, a constant yield-line line thicknesses has been used).
It can be observed that the rationalized patterns contain far fewer nodes and yield-lines than present in the final DLO solutions.
Alternatively, fewer nodes can be employed in the initial DLO problem to ensure that even simpler solutions are obtained; such solutions are potentially attractive to practitioners, who may require yield-line patterns which are easy to visualise and to hand-check. Thus, Fig. 7 shows solutions for the slab with alcoves problem with various nodal divisions. The coarsest solution corresponds to an extremely simple yield-line pattern but is still within 5% of the extrapolated solution (of 35.230) given in Gilbert et al. (2014), which can be considered for all practical purposes to be exact. Also, because a very coarse initial grid has been used, the solution could be obtained in a fraction of a second.
Finally, since the geometry optimization rationalization step will generally improve the numerical solution (i.e. will reduce the load factor), it is of interest to ascertain whether it can be used to reduce the total CPU time required to achieve a solution of a given accuracy. Figure 8 presents results for the fixed square slab problem, showing that use of the rationalization step can indeed reduce the CPU time required to give a solution of a given accuracy.
Irregular slabs with corner fans
It is well-understood that fan-type mechanisms develop at clamped corners. However, fan-type mechanisms have proved difficult to identify using traditional automated yield-line analysis methods (e.g. Munro and Da Fonseca 1978; Johnson 1994) . It is therefore of interest to consider two representative examples here.
The first example comprises a rectangular slab with fixed supports and a corner A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T cutout, originally considered by Islam and Park (1971) , and, more recently, by Jackson (2010). The slab geometry and solutions are shown in Fig. 9 . To obtain the DLO solution (of 25.135) a total of 20 nodal divisions per unit length were used. The solution was then improved upon using the proposed geometry optimization rationalization technique, giving a solution of 25.103, which is just 0.8% higher than the lower bound solution of 24.9 quoted by Jackson (2010) .
The second example is a five-sided slab, originally investigated by Kwan (2004) .
The slab has fixed supports on two sides, with column supports coinciding with the remaining two vertices (Fig. 10 ). Kwan obtained a load factor of 0.1967 for this problem, with no fan-type mechanism included in his assumed yield-line pattern. In contrast the DLO solution shown in Fig. 10(a) clearly shows the presence of a fan-type mechanism, the form of which becomes even clearer following rationalization. The rationalized solution of 0.18775 is some 4.5% less than the solution obtained by Kwan.
Cruciform slab
Johnson ( However, here the rationalization procedure has been used to automatically generate clear patterns for the cruciform slab problem; see Table 3 . In the first two modes, a fantype mechanism can clearly be observed near the concave corners.
Conclusions
• For many decades the yield-line method of analysis for reinforced concrete slabs eluded systematic automation. This has finally now been achieved, via the discontinuity layout optimization (DLO) procedure, which can rapidly obtain high A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T accuracy solutions for slabs of arbitrary geometry. However, the use of a fixed nodal grid means that the corresponding yield-line patterns can be somewhat more complex in form than is necessary.
• To address this, in this paper a post-processing rationalization step which involves the use of geometry optimization to adjust the positions of nodes has been proposed. As the yield-line patterns obtained via DLO normally contain only a relatively small number of nodes and yield-lines, solutions to the inherently nonlinear geometry optimization problem can be obtained relatively rapidly using an interior point solver.
• Benefits of the proposed post-processing rationalization step are that the rationalized solutions are generally both simpler in form and more accurate than raw DLO solutions. From the point of view of practitioners, this means that a relatively coarse initial nodal grid can be used to provide solutions of engineering accuracy in a matter of seconds. These solutions are also easier to check by hand (if required) and appear more convincing than raw DLO solutions. This demonstrates the practical usefulness of the proposed procedure.
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For the plastic flow rule constraint (3), the second derivative term is zero because of its linear nature. For the live load effect constraint (9), its Hessian matrix can be written as the sum of five terms:
Note that the expressions have a common format, involving the product of Γ α (α = x, y, z) and the projected displacements, converting from local to global coordinate systems (e.g., θ n cos φ). Therefore, the following formula can be used to derive these expressions:
where ϕ is the projected displacement, and its first and second derivatives are already derived, i.e., rows in (12) and (A.2), respectively. Now consider the second derivatives of Γ α (α = x, y, z):
dx.
(A.6j) (α = x, y, z)
Note that Γ z is not a function of the displacement variables. The Hessian matrix of Γ α (α = x, y, z) can now readily be obtained, as can the full expression for (A.4). For instance, considering (A.5), the fifth term ▽ 2 (Γ z δ) can be written as:
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Figure B .12: Domain decomposition for a slab with hole, leading to three sub-domains Ω 1 , Ω 2 , and Ω 3 connected by six coupling boundaries (i.e., e 12 , e 21 , etc.) where ▽ 2 4×4 Γ z is a 4 × 4 Hessian matrix of Γ z with respect to x A , y A , x B , and y B . In addition, ▽ 4×1 Γ z is the gradient of Γ z calculated using (15).
Appendix B. Domain decomposition techniques
Complex slab geometries are frequently encountered in practice. Also, slab regions may have different strength properties. To treat these it is convenient to divide a slab domain into several simpler sub-domains, which can be done when setting up a slab model. A particular example is shown in Fig. B .12. Here the slab is divided into three sub-domains, Ω 1 , Ω 2 , and Ω 3 . The approach taken will be to split any yield-line which intersects a sub-domain boundary into two. Also, each sub-domain can be deemed to be a separate slab, having the following characteristics:
• Matrices associated with each sub-domain are established locally (e.g., when considering live load effects, the geometry of the sub-domain is used).
• If a sub-domain boundary coincides with a boundary of the original slab, the original boundary condition is used.
• Internal boundaries are considered as free edges and their internal energy dissipation is thus not taken into account when setting up sub-problems.
However, clearly the sub-problems must be linked to properly represent the original problem; this is achieved by linking yield-lines on internal boundaries. Thus at an internal boundary yield-lines at the edge of each sub-domain are duplicated, coinciding in position, but belonging to different sub-problems. Although normally the displacements A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T at yield-lines are relative, at the edges of a domain (or sub-domain) these are relative to the surrounding void domain, and hence can be considered to be absolute. Thus, assuming the absolute displacements at the edges of sub-domain Ω 1 and Ω 2 are denoted θ 
